Call for Papers in ISADS 2015 Student Paper Section

The goal of the Student paper section is to encourage students to attend ISADS and present their ongoing work, exchange ideas with researchers and practitioners, and receive early feedback on their research work. The first author of the paper must be a registered student.

We invite original papers reporting research and practical results related to any area in autonomous decentralized systems and related areas listed in ISADS call for papers. Student papers are short technical articles that promote early communication of technical work and allow students to report on work in progress and introduce new ideas to the community. Student papers should not exceed 6 pages of IEEE conference format. Submissions must be unpublished work.

Authors must submit their manuscripts electronically following the instructions at the ISADS 2015 web site at: http://isads2015.asia.edu.tw, or directly to https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=isads2015.

Then choose the ISADS Student Paper Section when submitting.

Student papers will be reviewed by ISADS PC members. The selection will be based on the following criteria:

- Relevance to ISADS content
- Originality
- Technical soundness
- Quality and clarity of the written presentation.

Students with accepted papers are expected to attend the conference, present their paper, and their papers will be printed in the ISADS Proceedings and will appear in IEEE Xplore digital library.

The deadline for submitting paper is November 30, 2014. The deadline is firm, and no extension is possible.